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ABSTRACT
The hot massive luminous blue variables (LBVs) represent an important evolutionary phase of
massive stars. Here, we report the discovery of a new LBV – LAMOST J0037+4016 in the distant
outskirt of the Andromeda galaxy. It is located in the south-western corner (a possible faint spiral
arm) of M31 with an unexpectedly large projection distance of ∼ 22 kpc from the center. The optical
light curve shows a 1.2 mag variation in V band and its outburst and quiescence phases both last over
several years. The observed spectra indicate an A-type supergiant at epoch close to the outburst phase
and a hot B-type supergiant with weak [Fe II] emission lines at epoch of much dimmer brightness.
The near-infrared color-color diagram further shows it follows the distribution of Galactic and M31
LBVs rather than B[e] supergiants. All the existing data strongly show that LAMOST J0037+4016
is an LBV. By spectral energy distribution fitting, we find it has a luminosity (4.42 ± 1.64)×105 L
and an initial mass ∼ 30M, indicating its nature of less luminosity class of LBV.
Subject headings: galaxies: individual (M31) – stars: massive – supergiants
1. INTRODUCTION
Luminous blue variables (LBVs) are hot, unsta-
ble, massive (≥ 25-30M) and extremely luminous
(105–107L) evolved stars in the upper left parts of
the Hertzsprung-Russell (HR) diagram (Conti 1984;
Humphreys & Davidson 1994, hereafter HD94). Dur-
ing the LBV phase, massive stars undergo episodes of
eruptive mass-loss (10−5–10−4Myr−1), accompanied by
spectacular photometric and spectral variabilities, on
timescales of years to decades or longer (HD94; van Gen-
deren 2001). The origin of this eruption is not yet well
understood, partly due to the limited number of con-
firmed LBVs and the infrequency of the eruption stage.
From the quiescence to the outburst (or eruptive) stage,
the brightness of an LBV increases by 1–2 mag in the
visual band and the spectrum changes from an O/early
B-type supergiant to an A/F-type one.
LBVs are of vital importance for studying the very
late stage of massive stars evolution. However, the cur-
rent understanding of the evolutionary status of LBVs is
quite uncertain. At present, the LBV is either consid-
ered as a transition phase between the main sequence of
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massive stars and Wolf-Rayet (WR) stars (e.g. HD94;
Maeder & Meynet 2000) or is an intermediate precursor
of a supernova (e.g. Smith et al. 2007, 2008, 2011; Trun-
dle et al. 2008; Gal-Yam & Leonard 2009; Groh, Meynet
& Ekstro¨m 2013; Mauerhan et al. 2013; see more de-
tails in the review paper by Smith 2014). More recently,
Smith & Tombleson (2015) propose that LBVs might be
evolved blue stragglers, products of binary evolution, al-
though this is still on hot debate (e.g. Humphreys et
al. 2016; Davidson et al 2016; Aadland et al. 2018).
Discovery of new LBVs is therefore of vital importance
for understanding the origin of the eruption and the role
LBVs play in the stellar evolution.
In this letter, we report the discovery of a new LBV
– LAMOST J0037+4016 (right ascension: 00:37:20.65,
declination: +40:16:37.70) in the Andromeda galaxy
(M31). The object was originally selected as an M31 blue
supergiant candidate for LAMOST (Cui et al. 2012) ob-
servation based on its Johnson Q-index (e.g. Massey et
al. 1998) calculated using the photometry from the Lo-
cal Group Galaxy Survey (LGGS; Massey et al. 2006).
The resultant radial velocity agrees very well with what
expected as predicted by the rotation curve (Drout et
al. 2009) of M31, and thus confirms it is indeed one
of supergiants in M31. This supergiant is in the south-
western corner of M31 at an unexpectedly large projec-
tion distance of ∼ 22 kpc from the centre of M31 (see
Fig. 1). This corner seems belong to a extended (sub-
)structure (possibly a faint spiral arm) of the M31 disc,
as revealed by the Herschel SPIRE 250µm (Fritz et al.
2012) and 21 cm (Braun et al. 2009) images shown in
Fig. 1. In Section 2, we describe the photometric and
spectroscopic data that we employ in the current work.
The main results are presented and discussed in Sec-
tion 3. In Section 4, the physical properties (e.g. effec-
tive temperature, luminosity) and environments of LAM-
OST J0037+4016 are derived and discussed, respectively.
Finally, we summarize in Section 5.
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Fig. 1.— Images in the different bands to show the location and environment of LAMOST J0037+4016. Panel a: Herschel SPIRE 250µm
image. Spatial scale is shown in the middle-bottom. The six blue circles mark the locations of the confirmed LBVs (Richardson & Mehner
2018) in M31. The white box with sizes of 20′ ×30′ is centred at the location of this newly discovered LBV. The four images on the top
zoom the area (of the same size of the white box) of LAMOST J0037+4016 in Galex NUV band (panel b); in DSS blue, red and infrared
color composite image (panel c); in Herschel SPIRE 250µm image (panel d) and in 21 cm image (panel e).
2. DATA
To unravel the nature of LAMOST J0037+4016, we
first describe the available photometric and spectroscopic
data, including both archival and newly obtained in the
current work.
2.1. Photometric data
The photometric data of LAMOST J0037+4016 em-
ployed here are mainly from the Catalina Real Time
Transient Survey (CRTS; Drake et al. 2009) and the
All-Sky Automated Survey for Supernovae (ASAS-SN;
Jayasinghe et al. 2019). From CRTS, measurements of
a total of 207 epochs in V band are found for LAM-
OST J0037+4016 over a period of ∼ 8 years from 2005
to 2013. All these measurements were collected with
the 0.7 m Catalina Schmidt Survey (CSS) telescope lo-
cated north of Tucson, Arizona. From ASAS-SN, a to-
tal of 741 measurements in Johnson V band at different
epochs are found for LAMOST J0037+4016 over a pe-
riod of ∼ 7 years from 2012 to 2018. We note only 294
of the 741 measurements with magnitude errors smaller
than 0.15 mag are finally adopted in the current analysis.
In addition to the CRTS and ASAS-SN data, we have
also included some observations from large-scale multi-
band optical/near-infrared photometric surveys, includ-
ing LGGS (UBV RI; Massey et al. 2006), SDSS (ugriz;
Alam et al. 2015); XSTP-GAC (gri; Liu et al. 2014;
Zhang et al. 2014) and 2MASS (JHKs; Skrutskie et al.
2006).
Finally, we observed LAMOST J0037+4016 with the
2.16 m telescope of NAOC in Xinglong (XL), China, in
B and V bands on 2016 November 7 and with the 2.4 m
telescope of YNAO in Lijiang (LJ), China, in UBV RI
bands on 2017 January 13. The data were reduced in the
standard way with IDL programming language. The re-
sultant magnitudes were then calibrated to the Johnson-
Cousins photometric systems. All the photometric ob-
servations described above are summarized in Table 1.
2.2. Spectroscopic data
As mentioned, LAMOST J0037+4016 was selected and
targeted by the LAMOST Spectroscopic Survey (Deng
et al. 2012; Liu et al. 2014) as a supergiant can-
didate in M31. It was observed twice by LAMOST,
on 2011 October 4 and on 2011 October 29. LAM-
OST can simultaneously collect up to 4000 optical (λλ
3700-9000), low resolution (R ∼ 1800) spectra in one
exposure. The data were processed using the LAM-
OST standard pipeline (Xiang et al. 2015). In addi-
tion, LAMOST J0037+4016 was observed on 2016 Jan-
uary 26 and on 2018 January 22 with YFOSC mounted
on the 2.4 m telescope of YNAO and with the dou-
ble spectrograph (DBSP) mounted on 5.1 m Hale tele-
scope. YFOSC is a multi-modes instrument for imag-
ing and low/medium resolution spectroscopy, working
at the Cassegrain focus. A slit width of 1.′′8 was used
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TABLE 1
Photometric data used for LAMOSTJ0037+4016
UT date Facility Filters Number of epochs
1998 Nov. 23 2MASS JHKs 1
2000 Oct. 04 LGGS UBV R 1
2002 Sep. 05 SDSS ugriz 1
2005 – 2013 CRTS-CSS V 207
2010 Oct. 01 XSTP-GAC gri 1
2012 – 2018 ASAS-SN V 294
2016 Nov. 07 NAOC 2.16 m BV 1
2017 Jan. 13 YNAO 2.4 m UBV RI 1
with grism 14 (G14), covering 3700-7200 A˚ at a full width
at half maximum (FWHM) resolution of ∼ 11.4 A˚. The
DBSP is a low-to-medium resolution (R between 1000
and 10000) grating instrument and it can obtain spec-
tra in blue and red channels (using a beam splitter), si-
multaneously. Using a slit of 1′′, together with B1200
and R600, we have obtained a blue spectrum covering
3890-5400 A˚ (FWHM ∼ 1.4 A˚) and a red spectrum cover-
ing 5790-9000 A˚ (FWHM ∼ 2.8 A˚). The data taken from
YFOSC and DBSP were reduced with the standard pro-
cedure using IRAF. The details of those spectroscopic
observations are summarized in Table 2.
3. RESULTS
3.1. Light curve
To construct the optical light curve of LAM-
OST J0037+4016, we first convert measurements in other
systems to Johnson V band magnitudes. For the SDSS
filter system, we obtain Johnson V magnitudes using the
transformation equation of Jester et al. (2005),
V = g − 0.58× (g − r)− 0.01. (1)
For the CRTS-CSS, Johnson V band magnitudes are cal-
culated using the transformation equation of Graham et
al. (2015),
V = VCSS + 0.31× (B − V )2 + 0.04, (2)
where color B − V is adopted as the mean value of mea-
surements given by LGGS, SDSS and XSTP-GAC12. The
measurements obtained by LGGS, ASAS-SN, NAOC
2.16 m and YNAO 2.4 m are already of the Johnson sys-
tem.
The resultant V band light curve of LAM-
OST J0037+4016 over a period of ≥ 18 years is presented
in Fig. 2(a). The plot shows that LAMOST J0037+4016
continued to rise in brightness since the beginning of the
data, 2000 October (V = 15.85 mag), and reached max-
imum light (the outburst phase) around 2005 Septem-
ber (V ∼ 15.2-15.4 mag). The outburst phase lasted
about five years. It started to decline from 2011 Jan-
uary and reached minimum light (the quiescence phase)
around 2015 January (V ∼ 16.25-16.50 mag). Until the
last observation at the end of 2018 November, LAM-
OST J0037+4016 was still at the quiescence phase. Here
we note that the large variations within few to tens of
days from ASAS-SN photometry are largely contributed
from their measurement errors. The current light curve
12 For the latter two surveys, values of color B − V are actually
those converted from color g − r (Jester et al. 2005)
shows a V band amplitude (∆V ) over 1.2 mag and an
outburst/quiescence phase lasting several years. Both
behaviours suggests that LAMOST J0037+4016 is a typ-
ical LBV (HD94).
3.2. Spectra
In addition to the light curve, we have obtained four
spectra at different phases of LAMOST J0037+4016. As
shown in Fig. 2(b1), the top two spectra were taken by
LAMOST on the time (4 and 29 October, 2011) close
to the outburst phase of LAMOST J0037+4016. The
two spectra are almost identical, given the small time
interval of less than a month. A consistent radial veloc-
ity of −488.7 km s−1 is derived from both spectra and
it agrees very well with what expected (−497.7 km s−1),
as predicted by the rotation curve of M31 (Drout et al.
2009), confirming that LAMOST J0037+4016 belongs to
M31. We also note the presence of Hα emissions in both
spectra. The third spectrum of LAMOST J0037+4016
was obtained on 2016 January (the quiescence phase)
using YFOSC+G14 mounted on Yunnan Observatories
(YNAO) 2.4 m with a 1.′′8 wide slit. The spectral reso-
lution is quite low, R ∼ 500. The spectrum is plotted
in Fig. 2(b1) and shows signicant variations in Balmer
lines (i.e. Hα, Hβ, Hγ and Hδ) compared to the ear-
lier two LAMOST spectra. Hα became much stronger
this time and the other three high-order Balmer lines all
turned from absorption to emission. The last spectrum
of LAMOST J0037+4016 was obtained on 2018 January
(the quiescence phase) using the double spectrograph
(DBSP) mounted on 5.1 m Hale telescope. The spec-
trum is shown in Fig. 2(b1). The emissions of Hβ, Hγ
and Hδ turned to absorptions again. Specially, we zoom
the blue range of this spectrum in Fig. 2(b2) and some
weak [Fe II] emission lines are clearly seen.
We further classify the spectral and luminosity type of
LAMOST J0037+4016 by comapring the obtained spec-
tra to a collected spectral library using template match-
ing with a least χ-square algorithm. The collected li-
brary includes 160 spectra (FWHM∼ 1.8A˚) of O type
stars from the Galactic O-star catalog (Sota et al. 2011),
40 spectra (FWHM∼ 2.0A˚) of O/B type stars from the
digital atlas of OB stars (Walborn et al. 1990), and
70 spectra (FWHM∼ 2.5A˚) of B/A type stars from the
MILES spectral library (Sa´nchez-Bla´zquez et al. 2006).
To provide a uniform spectral library, a smoothing filter
was applied to all the collected spectra to achieve a con-
stant FWHM = 2.5 A˚ for a common spectral range 4000-
4820 A˚. When compared to the spectral library, the ob-
served spectra are also degraded to FWHM = 2.5 A˚. For
the two spectra obtained by LAMOST, they are all clas-
sified as A3Ia of an effective temperature around 9000 K,
consistent with the expected type/temperature at their
observational epochs. We do not obtain the spectral and
luminosity type for the third due to its low spectral reso-
lution. For the last spectrum, It is classified as B5/8Ia of
an effective temperature around 12000 K from the tem-
plate matching. From those spectra, we find that LAM-
OST J0037+4016 transited from a cool to a warm state
from 2011 October to 2018 January, in excellent agree-
ment with the variations seen in the optical light curve.
3.3. Near-infrared color-color diagram
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Fig. 2.— Optical light curve, spectra and near infrared colour-colour diagram of LAMOST J0037+4016. a, V band light curve of
LAMOST J0037+4016 (see Section 3.1). The four arrows mark the dates of the four spectroscopic observations of this target. b1, Normalized
spectra of LAMOST J0037+4016. The Balmer and Ca ii lines are identified. b2, The blue range of the spectrum taken at 2018 January 22.
The Balmer, He i and some weak [Fe ii] lines are identified. c, J −H versus H −Ks colour-colour diagram of LBVs and B[e]SGs. Galactic
LBVs and B[e]SGs are shown by magenta and blue filled circles, respectively. The six confirmed M31 LBVs are shown by red filled circles.
The red filled star represents LAMOST J0037+4016.
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TABLE 2
Spectroscopic data used for LAMOSTJ0037+4016
UT date Facility Wavelength range FWHM Exp. time Seeing
(A˚) (A˚) (s) (arcsec)
2011 Oct. 04 LAMOST 3700-9000 2.5 1800×3 3.2
2011 Oct. 29 LAMOST 3700-9000 2.5 900×3 2.8
2016 Jan. 26 YNAO 2.4 m/YFOSC-G14 3700-7200 11.4 1800 1.3
2018 Jan. 22
Palomar 5.1 m/DBSP-B1200 3890-5400 1.4
1200×3 1.1
Palomar 5.1 m/DBSP-R600 5790-9000 2.8
Fig. 3.— Left panel: SED fitting for LAMOST 0037+4016. Squares, dots and triangles represent the multi-bands (UBV RI/ugriz)
measurements of LGGS, SDSS and YNAO 2.4 m, respectively. The dash-dot, dot and dash lines show the best fits of SEDs based on data
from LGGS, SDSS and YNAO 2.4 m, respectively. The best-fit effective temperatures are labelled at the bottom-left corner of the plot.
Right panel: HR diagram of LBVs. The right shaded area represents the outburst phase with a nearly constant effective temperature.
The left shaded area represents the diagonal S Doradus instability strip adopted from HD94. Black dots represent well-known LBVs with
values of L and Teff adopted from HD94 and de Jager (1998). Red dots represent LAMOST 0037+4016 with values of L and Teff derived
in Section 4.1. Also overplotted blue lines are Geneva evolutionary tracks (Ekstro¨m et al. 2012) of solar metallicty and an initial rotation
speed of 40% of the breakup speed. Here we only include the first 209 points, representing the beginning of any blue loop, for simplicity.
TABLE 3
Stars within 20′′of LAMOSTJ0037+4016 with UBV photometry from the LGGS
Star Name V B − V U −B Q
(mag) (mag) (mag)
J003719.71+401634.3 22.32± 0.12 −0.13± 0.15 −0.79± 0.10 −0.70± 0.14
J003719.97+401627.7 22.15± 0.08 −0.23± 0.10 −0.97± 0.07 −0.80± 0.10
J003720.04+401635.3 22.00± 0.09 0.03± 0.10 −1.05± 0.05 −1.07± 0.09
J003720.44+401646.3 21.85± 0.04 −0.24± 0.04 −1.07± 0.03 −0.89± 0.04
J003720.45+401631.5 21.48± 0.03 −0.03± 0.04 −0.75± 0.03 −0.72± 0.04
J003720.56+401621.4 19.88± 0.01 1.73± 0.02 0.85± 0.01 −0.39± 0.02
J003720.64+401632.7 21.67± 0.03 −0.07± 0.04 −1.04± 0.03 −0.99± 0.04
J003720.89+401634.8 20.67± 0.02 −0.19± 0.03 −0.67± 0.02 −0.53± 0.03
J003720.89+401635.2 21.11± 0.04 −0.06± 0.07 −0.88± 0.07 −0.84± 0.09
J003721.84+401624.9 22.17± 0.07 −0.36± 0.08 −0.94± 0.04 −0.67± 0.07
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Fig. 4.— LGGS U band image of LAMOST J0037+4016. The
whole filed has size of 30′′ ×30′′, centred at the location of LAM-
OST J0037+4016 (marked by the red diamond). Here the red
crosses mark stars with Q-index smaller than −0.6.
In the upper-left parts of an HR diagram, besides the
LBVs, there is another type of massive stars – B[e] su-
pergiants (B[e]SGs). In some cases, B[e]SGs are found
to show variabilities in magnitude and color/spectral-
type similar to LBVs (Zickgraf et al. 1996; Clark et
al. 2013). To further show LAMOST J0037+4016 is an
LBV rather than a B[e] supergiant, we examine it in a
near-infrared color-color diagram. As pointed out by Ok-
sala e al. (2013), Kraus et al. (2014) and Humphreys et
al (2017), LBVs and B[e]SGs have distinct infrared col-
ors, given the larger amount of hot dust surrounding a
B[e]SG. As Fig. 2(c) shows, LBVs and B[e]SGs are in-
deed well separated in J −H versus H −Ks color-color
diagram and the LAMOST J0037+4016 follows the dis-
tribution of Galactic and M31 known LBVs very well.
Therefore, one can conclude that LAMOST J0037+4016
is not a B[e]SG but an LBV.
In summary, all existing data, including the light curve,
spectra and near-infrared colors, suggest that LAM-
OST J0037+4016 is a LBV.
4. PHYSICAL PROPERTIES AND
ENVIRONMENTS OF LAMOST J0037+4016
4.1. Physical properties
In this Section, we derive the physical properties of
LAMOST J0047+4016 by its spectral energy distribution
(SED). Generally, physical parameters estimated by this
way could be ambiguous given the well-known degener-
acy between the reddening and temperature. However,
one can break the degeneracy by the fact that LBVs get
cooler (brighter) or hotter (dimmer) with almost con-
stant bolometric luminosity (HD94; Sholukhova et al.
2015).
Assuming T 4effR
2 and the interstellar reddening
(AV ) are both constants, we fit the SED of LAM-
OST J0037+4016 with the multi-band photometric data
from LGGS, SDSS and YNAO 2.4 m, taken at differ-
ent evolutionary phases of the object. All the data have
fortunately measurements in an ultraviolet/blue band.
A blackbody is assumed in the SED fitting. The fits
are presented in Fig. 3. The best-fit yields luminosity
and AV of (4.42 ± 1.64)×105L (assuming a distance
to M31 of 752 kpc; Riess et al. 2012) and 0.40 ± 0.05,
respectively. The best-fit values of effective tempera-
ture and radius are, 10516 ± 538 K and 199 ± 26R on
2000 October 4 (LGGS), 8393± 571 K and 308± 56R
on 2002 September 5 (SDSS), and 15235 ± 1508 K and
90 ± 21R on 2017 January 13 (YNAO 2.4 m), respec-
tively. By comparing to the Geneva evolutionary tracks
of solar metallicity for an initial rotation velocity of 40%
of the breakup speed (Ekstro¨m et al. 2012), this LBV is
found to have an initial mass around 30M. A plot of
LAMOST J0037+4016 and some other well-known LBVs
(HD94; de Jager 1998) in Teff–L HR diagram are also pre-
sented in Fig. 3. LAMOST J0037+4016 falls in the typi-
cal region of LBVs in the diagram, within the standard
location of quiescent S Doradus instability strip (HD94)
and the the constant temperature strip of LBVs at their
maximum light phase in S Doradus variations. Finally,
as suggested by Humphreys et al. (2016), this new LBV
belongs to the less luminous class, that passed through
the red supergiant phase and backed again to the left in
the HR diagram (HD94).
4.2. Environments
As mentioned earlier, LAMOST J0037+4016 is the
current most distant LBV in M31, located in the south-
western corner of M31, with an unexpectedly large pro-
jection distance of ∼ 22 kpc from the center. As re-
vealed by Herschel SPIRE 250µm (Fritz et al. 2012)
and 21 cm (Braun et al. 2009) images, the site of
LAMOST J0037+4016 possibly belongs to a faint spi-
ral arm. To show detailedly the environments of LAM-
OST J0037+4016, the LGGS U band image is shown in
Fig. 4. In Table 3, we have also listed all the stars with
LGGS photometry in UBV bands within 20′′(1′′is about
3.6 pc at the M31 distance) of LAMOST J0037+4016
and most of them (8 out of 10) have Q-index smaller
than −0.6 (earlier than a B2 V or a B8 I; Massey et
al. 1998). The U band image and the Q-index of the
nearby stars of LAMOST J0037+4016 indicate that it
may site on a young massive cluster/star forming region
and it is the most massive one in this cluster/star forming
region. But further spectroscopic observations of those
close early type stars of LAMOST J0037+4016 are re-
quired and could further provide vital clues to the recent
debate on the evolutionary status of LBV (e.g. Smith &
Tombleson 2015; Humphreys et al. 2016; Davidson et al.
2016).
5. SUMMARY
In this letter, we report the discovery of a new LBV
– LAMOST J0037+4016 in M31, first confirmed as an
M31 supergiant in the LAMOST spectroscopic survey.
This new LBV is located at the south-western corner of
M31 with an unexpectedly large projection distance of
∼ 22 kpc from the center.
Using archival and newly collected photometric
data, we construct V band light curve of LAM-
OST J0037+4016 over a time period of 18 years. The
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curve reveals a V band variation amplitude of 1.2 mag
and both outburst and quiescence phases last over sev-
eral years. From spectra with the LAMOST, the YNAO
2.4 m telescope and the Hale 5.1 m telescope, we show
that LAMOST J0037+4016 displays the characteristics
of a A-type supergiant at epoch close to the outburst
phase and a hot early B-type supergiant with weak [Fe II]
emission lines at epoch of much dimmer brightness. From
the J−H versus H−Ks color-color diagram, we find that
LAMOST J0037+4016 locates in the typical LBV region
rather than that of B[e]SGs. We conclude that all exist-
ing data strongly suggest that LAMOST J0037+4016 is
an LBV.
By SED fitting, we find LAMOST J0037+4016 has a
luminosity of (4.42 ± 1.64)×105L and an initial mass
around 30M, belonging to the less luminosity class of
LBV.
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